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1. Introduction – Carbon fibers (CFs) as conductive filler with high electrical conductivity and high

aspect ratio (AR) has been one of the most widely used carbon fillers in both academic and engineering

aspects. The formation of conductive pathways will be definitely influenced by CFs concentration,

orientation of CFs and AR of CFs [1]. The percolation threshold (c) is shifted towards a higher

concentration of fillers with increasing orientation of CFs. With increasing AR of CFs, the probability of

contact between the fibers increases, i.e. the composites with a higher AR of CFs exhibit a higher

conductivity at an equal fraction of fillers.

2. Experimental - The conductivity of poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)/CFs composite films with

different CF concentrations as well as different ARs have been prepared by solution casting technique.

The resistance of the film with different ARs of CFs was measured (1) perpendicularly and (2) in-plane

direction.

3. Results and Discussion - Both percolation thresholds c,⊥ and c,∥ were determined by fitting the

Mclachlan GEM equation and classical percolation theory. The conductivity in both directions were

presented in contour plot versus ARs of CFs and concentration of CFs. It is evident that both

perpendicular and in-plane direction conductivity of composite films increases as both AR of CFs and

concentration increase.

4. Conclusions - Two different pre-factors K⊥=0.80 and K∥=6.05 for Balberg’s equation [2] are revealed

for the first time considering the electrical percolation for perpendicular and in-plane direction of the film.

The fitted result shows the two directions percolation threshold is proportional with each other and the

ratio is 7.65.
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Image 1. The logarithm value of conductivity of PMMA/CF composite films as a function of CF concentration and with 

different ARs of CFs: (a) Perpendicular direction of film; (b) In-plane direction of film. 
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